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Mid-Season Youth Lacrosse Update 

 

Heading into July, we want to make sure all coaches and officials are working together to keep advancing our game.  One of 

these components is to ensure we are all in sync regarding the rules.  Here are a few rules we want to highlight as a result of 

games in the first half of the season: 

 

Youth 3 Seconds Count 

At the 10U & 12U levels, if the crosse is in a checkable position by the defense, count out loud, “1 one-thousand, 2 one-

thousand, etc.  If count gets to ‘3’, give ball to player defending  the ball carrier & move everybody 4M away from new ball 

carrier, then self-start.  This foul can occur anywhere on the field.  Advise the original ball carrier to move her crosse to the 

opposite side of the defender to help her understand the foul called.  Note, if the original ball carrier moves her crosse to the 

opposite side of the defending player, count stops.   

 

12U Three-pass Rule: 

This is a MSLAX rule, not US Lacrosse, hence the lack of definition in the rulebook.  To clarify: 

Team must make 3 attempted passes in order to become HOT.  Attempted passes can include bounce passes & can also 

include obtaining possession of the ball in player scrums.  Pass count can begin with their own goalie and can happen 

anywhere on the field.  Once a team achieves HOT status, they REMAIN HOT unless the defensive team gains possession of the 

ball and completely clears the MIDFIELD line.  If the offensive team that was originally HOT regains possession of the ball from 

the defensive team below the MIDFIELD line, a.k.a., in their offensive end, they REMAIN HOT.  If the offensive team that was 

originally HOT regains possession of the ball from the defensive team below the MIDFIELD line and had less than a 3-pass 

count, they continue with the number of passes they had when the defensive team gained possession of the ball. 

Below are examples of scenarios exemplifying these rules: 

SCENARIO #1:  Team A crosses midfield in their offensive zone with 1 attempted pass completed. Team A completes a 2nd 

attempted pass, but in trying to make a 3rd pass, the ball is intercepted by a defender for Team B. The defender attempts to 

cross midfield, but loses the ball to a Team A player before crossing the midfield. Team A still has 2 completed passes, and only 

needs to complete one more attempted pass to be HOT. 

 

SCENARIO #2:  Team A makes a pass from goalkeeper or anybody on Team A in their defensive zone.  Team A makes another 

pass in their defensive end to Team A player who runs across the midfield line into their offensive zone.  Team A player is then 

double-teamed by Team B players, & Team A ball carrier makes a pass to another Team A player who controls the ball but 

makes the catch in their defensive zone.  This is legal & pass should be counted because they still control the ball. 

 

12U Modified Checking Rule 

If the ball carrier positions her crosse above her shoulders, defenders cannot make a legal check on the ball carrier, & this is 

when the Youth 3 Seconds Count starts as stated above.  This is for safety reasons at this level of play.  Defenders can make 

legal checks on ball carrier when she positions her crosse below her shoulders as long as the check is made safely away from 

the ball carrier’s head & neck area. 
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Crosse Through the Goal Circle 

At the 10u & 12U levels, no crosse is allowed through the goal circle while taking a shot.  Player should be positioned at least 1 

step away from the goal circle line in order take a shot.  This is for safety reasons.  If they take shot with crosse through the 

goal circle sphere, whistle it, give the ball to goalkeeper, & place the player who took the shot, behind the goal & whistle in 

play since in CSA. 

 

4-8 Rule 

At the 12U & 14B levels, if a team has a 4-point differential in score, the losing team has the option to take a free position at 

the draw or take the draw as normally held during a game.  If a team has an 8+ point differential in score, the winning must 

make 3 consecutive passes which are caught in the air before they can attempt to score on goal.  If winning team attempts a 

shot on goal without making 3 consecutive & caught passes, it is a minor foul.  Give the goalkeeper the ball & position shooter 

behind the goal, & whistle in play since in CSA. 

 

Dangerous Shot all youth levels:  

At the youth level, it is sometimes difficult to find goalies.  Some can withstand stronger shots, others may try to avoid them.  

In order to promote goalie development and maintain consistency across the league, we will now call a dangerous shot any 

time the ball hits the goalkeeper’s helmet or neck guard.  The EXCEPTION will be if the goalie moves her head/body into the 

ball.   

Foul administration:  Defense will receive free position at the 8m, shooter will go 4m behind, whistle start.   

 

14A Rules 

14A will be based upon high school rules and therefore, there is no 4-8 rule (a.k.a., mercy rule) on the draw as listed above.  

There will be a draw after every goal (unless foul indicates otherwise) regardless of the score.  Sphere calls should be based 

upon high school play, e.g., 7” sphere surrounding the head. 

 

14B 12” Sphere:  

The rulebook indicates no checking within the 12” sphere.  Continue to call checks at this level that go through the 12” sphere. 

 

14B 4-8 Rule (a.k.a., Mercy Rule) at Draw:  

14B will be based upon high school rules with 1 exception:  The 4-8 rule should be enforced at this level as described above. 

 

 

 


